Walling to Open Side Regulations

Enclosed Stands.

The inclusion of large enclosed areas within a stand should always be avoided & can only be permitted with the organisers’ prior written permission.

Stands Under 50sqm.

Long runs of walling must be avoided particularly along open perimeters of the stand and are restricted to a maximum of 50% of any side of the stand. Solid walling over 50% will not be permitted even if stepped in.

Stands Over 50sqm.

Long runs of walling must be avoided particularly along open perimeters of the stand and are restricted to a maximum of 25% of any side of the stand. Wall length can be increased to 50% of any side of the stand if the wall is set back by 1m inside the stand. Where long runs of walling are present along open sides they must be interspersed with display items etc not left as a plain wall.